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Administration eyes
future of New College
By Steve Hastings
New College, the experimental
liberal arts college at SJSU in its
10th year. is under har:h scrutiny by
a university review committee and
is in danger of being closed.
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns sad Wednesday that
decreasing enrollment in liberal
arts, Proposition 13 cutbacks and the
"serious questions" of the academic
value of New College could add up to
the closing of the small alternative
school.
Burns saio New College,
designed to be a small liberal arts
school with close student-faculty
relationships, student independence
without academic loss and independent as a separate school,
would have to change its original
charter. He said that those ideals in
the charter are no longer feasible.

"I don’t know, maybe we were
dreaming when we thought that ( the
charter) up," Burns said, "or
maybe we were smoking something
we shouldn’t have been smoking."
In addition, a university committee, which reviews academic
departments once every five years,
reported last spring a "real
disparity" between the original
intentions of New College and actual
course work over the last two years.
The committee also said that individual contracts between students
and instructors, required in upper
division work, were vague.
A New College curriculum
committee has until the end of this
semester to answer the committee’s
charges and questions before final
review, which should be completed
by the end of this semester.
In their report of April 22 to

S.U. may purchase
unusual art piece
By Lee Sherman
The Student Union board of
governors is considering the purchase of a sculpture by innovative
artist Michael J. Cooper, whose art
exhibit is currently on display in the
Student Union.
At Tuesday’s board of governors
meeting, Ted Goerke, program
director for AS., presented a
proposal to purchase one of Cooper’s
works, estimated to cost between
$6,000 and $8,000.
Goerke said that either one of
the sculptures on exhibit could be
purchased, or a new piece could be
commissioned to "better fit into the
Student Union’s atmosphere."
S.U. Director Ron Barrett informed the board that the Student
Union currently has $5,100 in surplus
funds that were received from
Spartan Shops that could be used to
supplement the purchase of one of
Cooper’s works.
Cooper’s offbeat art pieces
include a collection of wood sculpted
guns, a motorcycle created from 21
different kinds of wood and a threewheeled go-cart made from
aluminum and aircraft alloys.
Goerke pointed out that Cooper,
an SJSU graduate, is interested in
the idea of doing a special piece for
the Student Union. Goerke also
emphasized that any art work the
Student Union purchased from
Cooper was certain to increase in

value, making it a sound investment.
The matter was tabled until the
next board meeting.
In other business, Barrett
brought up the admissions and
records office’s use of the S.U.
Umunhum and Guadalupe rooms for
late registration.
Several board members brought
up problems of crowding and interference with Student Union
operations
created
by
late
registration.
"I don’t think it should be a
standing practice for them to use the
Student Union," Barrett said.
The board decided the admissions and records office should
conduct an evaluation and also
discussed a plan to poll students on
their opinion of the Student Union
being used for late registration.
In another matter, Barrett informed the board that Student Union
student employees, half of whom are
work-study, have received a wage
increase. The raise, from $2.73 to
$3.00 per hour for starting employees, went into effect July 1. The
raise was approved because salaries
were not competitive with other
student employee positions on
campus.
Barrett also pointed out student
employees in the Student Union now
receive a 25 percent raise in salary
oach year.

Provost Lawrence Chenoweth of
New College, the six -member
committee asked New College to
"redefine your standards" for the
final review.
"I’m not going to fool you and
say that there haven’t been any
problems," Chenoweth said. "There
have been problems. But most of
them have been corrected."
Chenoweth said individual
contracts are now reviewed by a
study review panel, composed of
professors and students at New
College, which often sends contracts
back to students for revisions. He
also said New College now has
curricular guidelines, or course
requirements, that were not
previously in existence.
Chenoweth said he was not
worried that drops in enrollment or
funding cutbacks would close New
College.
"I don’t think that’s going to
happen," Chenoweth said. "I think a
lot of people are going to be surprised ( when the final review is
completed) because our material
has a considerable amount of
quality."
"We’ve undergone considerable
improvement," he added.

PCAA plans
on-the-site
check here

Lew Cryer
By Anne Brennan
Pacific Coast Athletic Association Commissioner
Lewis Cryer is coming to interview some athletes and
coaches, apparently regarding last summer’s investigation into alleged violations of PCAA and NCAA
rules.
According to Associate Athletic Director Jon
Crosby, Cryer is going to be on campus Monday but he
doesn’t know when or for how long.
SJSU Athletic Director Bob Murphy was
unavailable for comment. According to Crosby,
Murphy was out of town yesterday.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton also confirmed
Cryer is coming to SJSU but she couldn’t specify what
day.
"I know that he is coming sometime next week,"
Fullerton said. "I was hoping he would come earlier

this month but he’s moved the date three time already."
Fullerton said Cryer is not coming by university
request, but to do some personal investigating.
"It is my understanding that essentially, Cryer
was coming to do a little on -the-site checking,"
Fullerton said. "He wanted to keep it low profile."
Crosby said it was his understanding that Cryer
was coming to SJSU to talk to athletes about the
charges.
Cryer was unavailable for comment. A PCAA
secretary, who refused to be identified, said she could
not confirm whether Cryer will be at SJSU Monday.
According to Fullerton, the investigation wa:
launched when Murphy sent a letter to the PCAA tat(
last May. Murphy’s letter, which was printed in part bj
the San Jose Mercury May 17, cited three athletes wh(
had received money in the form of loans not exceedim
$200 each.
An article in the Daily May 18 charged that certain
athletes had received more than $200 - in the form of
gifts and not loans. The article also cited alleged
academic as well as other violations within the SJSU
athletic department.
An investigative body was called together by
Fullerton in June and a report, put together by that
committee, was sent to the PCAA in early August. The
report has not been made public.
According to Fullerton, the investigative body did
not find anything "substantial."

Section cited as ’too restrictive’

A.S. Council cans ’conflict’ clause
By Mike Myslinski
A conflict-of-interest section of
the A.S. Council’s "rules of
procedures"
constitution,
challenged for being too restrictive,
was voided by the council Wednesday.
The clause prohibited council
members who belonged to campus
organizations from voting on
financial requests from those
organizations.
A.S. Vice President Joe Trippi
said the restrictions are too broad
and the section, as written, would
interfere with the approval of the
A.S. budget by the council, since at
least seven council members are
affiliated with SJSU groups.
Two AS. councilmen, Celio
Lucero and James Delgado, are
members of the SJSU Chicano
organization MEChA. On Oct. 4 the
council is scheduled to consider a
request from MEChA for $4,100 in
A.S. funds.

Lucero said he will abstain from
voting on the MEChA request.
Delgado could not be reached for
comment.
After deleting the conflwt-of-interest section, the council voted to
authorize a task force to draw up a
new section dealing with conflicts
and submit a proposal to the council
at its Oct. 11 meeting. AS. councilman Mohinder Mann, AS. adviser Louie Barozzi and SJSU
student Kiran Majithia were appointed to the task force.
The voided rules and procedures
clause, rule II, section seven, states
that "this section is not suspendable" by the council.
But Trippi pointed
another portion of the
procedures constitution
section four) allows the
"amend" A.S. rules by a
vote of the council.

out that
rules and
(rule XI,
council to
two-thirds

The vote to delete the conflict-ofinterest section was 13-0 with

councilmen Temmy Shmull and
Rick Howe absent.
According to Trippi, the vote to
delete the conflict clause was within
A.S. law because the deletion came
in the form of an amendment.
But he said he recognizes the
need for a conflict-of-interest section.
"I think, however, that this isn’t
the one."
Trippi said the following A.S.
council members belong to SJSU
fraternities and sororities: Marty
Schram, Theta Chi; Ed Vasquez,
Sigma Nu; Scott Hodgins, Alpha Tau
Omega; Karen Bluth, Gamma Phi
Beta and Jim Fetch, Sigma Chi.
Fraternities and sororities
usually don’t ask for AS. financial
assistance until the spring semester,
Trippi said.
He added that he is "in the
process" of joining the Sigma Nu
fraternity.
In other action Wednesday, the

AS. council:
Appointed councilman Ed
Vasquez and SJSU accounting
senior Alan Maize to the Spartan
Shops board of directors.
Accepted for consideration a
$2,954 funding request from the
campus group Ballet Folklorico
Primavera, an organization which
promotes Mexican folk dance and
music.
Heard a report from AS.
treasurer Nancy McFadden on the
status of the A.S. voter registration
drive. The drive has a goal of
registering 5,000 students by Oct. 9,
but McFadden said Wednesday only
664 had been registered so far.
She told the council some
students are not reading the
registration
form
questions
carefully. Where the forms require a
student to fill in the state where he or
she was born, McFadden said some
students had filled in "Contra
Costa," "USA," and "yes."

Former Homecoming queen recalls SJS
By Lori Hayes
What ever happened to the
university’s first Homecoming
Queen? In 1966, then-Spartan Daily
reporter Valerie Dicker:on
anxiously began her search for the
1948 queen, but her efforts were
fruitless.
Still, having learned in journalism classes that a reporter must
always turn in an assignment, she
wrote of her trials trying to locate
the first queen. The story ended,
advising readers not to wonder what
ever happened to old homecoming
queens.
One year later, ironically,
Valerie Dickerson became the first
black homecoming queen of San
Jose State.
What ever happened to the 1967
Homecoming Queen? a much
easier question to answer than the
question Dickerson was confronted
with in 1966.
Valerie Dickerson can be seen
week nights at 5 and 11 p.m. and
weekends on Channel 7 as anchor
woman on KGO news. Valerie
Dickerson, a warm, friendly and
iinfident woman of 31 years, is now
Valerie Coleman, married in 1971 to
San Francisco State music graduate
Ronald Coleman.
Coleman started with KG0 in
1974 after three years with KRON
and one year in between working for
the Environmental Protection
Agency.
"When I think back on my days
at San Jose State," the petite
Coleman said, "I feel sad again."
She came to SJS as a transfer
student from the College of Great
Falls, Montana, where she lived
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William 0. Dickerson, and her one
brother, Kevin. They moved to
Riverside and she decided to
transfer to SJS.

With a desperate need to meet
people, she decided to rush the
sororities, she said.
"No black woman had ever
rushed before.
"I was accused of being a
NAACP (National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People)."
Members of the only campus
black sorority, now defunct, invited
her to join and advised her to stop
rushing.
-I knew I was not a court test
case so I decided to continue through
rush," she said.
Memories of rush are still vivid
in her mind. Comments like, "Gee,
your shoes and coat match,"
Coleman said, were made from
white sorority members more out of
ignorance than prejudice.
She was accepted into Kappa
Alpha Theta. However, the
Pal iliellenic Council, the coordinating and controlling body for all
social sororities, threatened to take
away the sorority’s national affiliation if Coleman was initiated.
"I felt like I was dumped in the
middle of everything."
Kappa Alpha Theta supported
Coleman but to save the sorority’s
national affiliation, she decided,
instead, to join the black sorority.
The experience, she said, drew
her and the Kappa members closer
together.
Sororities and fraternities were
finally ordered a year later by SJS
President Robert D. Clark to open
rush to minorities.
After rush Coleman did not
disappear from the public eye. She
became Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
Queen, and later the same year she
was elected 1966-67 Winter Carnival
Snow Queen.
In October 1967 Coleman was
elected Homecoming Queen by

Chr,Ntopher A gler

SJSU’s first black Homecoming queen turned television anchorwomen, Valerie Coleman recalls her
years on campus. -These were very dramatic times." said the last queen.
popular vote. She was the first black
llomecoming Queen at SJS and
reigns as the last Homecoming
Queen. This year’s Homecoming
activities, reinstated after a 10 year
absence, are without a Homecoming
Queen.
Being one of approximately 200
black students, she said that it was
important that she was elected by
popular vote. As a black, she said,
being Homecoming Queen helped
her and the other black students feel
important.
She became best known through
her involvement in the black
movement on campus, which began
when her "frustration level got so

paroxysmal," she said.
"I was a militant in the truest
sense of the word.
"Mine was anger with direction.
My temper was cool. I could sort
through the emotional and put into
words what others felt but could not
express."
Because of her communication
abilities, she acted as a liaison
between blacks and non -blacks. She
was accepted by both groups, though
"I can’t speculate on why."
Whatever the reason, she
believes that it was an important
factor in her election as
Homecoming Queen.
-These were very dramatic

times," she said. "I got a lot of
pressure from not only whites but
from black students also."
In those days, she said, if one
black did something bad then that
represented all blacks as bad.
Conversely, if a black was doing
something good, that helped other
blacks look good.
In 1968 Coleman was chosen
from a field of 50 candidates as
National College Queen in a
televised competition in "lily white
Miami Beach."
"This was a pained time," she
said.
Criterion for the selection was
intellectual sharpness, spontaneity,

leadership and civic awareness.
She was graduated in journalism from SJS in 1968. In one year
she received her master’s degree
from Columbia University School of
Journalism on a $5,000 New York
Times fellowship.
She was hired immediately bj
KRON in a news research position
opened especially for her. She was
hired, she said, because of films she
helped shoot from stop the old
cafeteria building at SJS when she
was on the SJS Radio-TV staff. The
films of protests against Doss
Chemical Company recruiting on
campus and violence on campus by
Hell’s Angels were aired on KQED
I Channel 9; at the time.
After a 10-month leave of absence from K RON, KG() offered her
a job as a general assignment
reporter which she accepted. She
has since been promoted to anchorwoman.
What she likes about her job, she
said, is that she gets to talk to a lot of
fascinating people. Also in journalism, "you can do it all." You
become a "mini expert" in main
fields. she said.
She prefers television news
because it is instant. She gets bored
with the print media.
"What I hate about my job. not
dislike, but hate," she, emphasized,
"is that TV is a big business and not
a public service.
"People want to be entertained
not informed. I beat My head eve’;
night trying to educate people.
Television is insensitive’, she
said, and should be more receptive,
to the needs of the community.
Despite, her "very dramati,
times" at SJS, Coleman said slit
"wouldn’t trade those times. Thar,
why I’m a good reporter I had to s,
through so much."
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By Lee G. Sherman
With the fall elections just
around the corner and the decision
of who will be the next governor at
szake, it is interesting to see that the
marijuana issue has been brought
into the open again.
Republican Assembly leader
Paul Priolo, Woodland Hills,
publically admitted that he has
smoked marijuana on several occasions, but what stirred a minor
controversy was his claim that Gov.
Jerry Brown partakes in an occasional joint himself. Priolo said he
got his information from several
other anonymous legislators who
Lee G. Sherman is a
Spartan Daily reporter
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Class’s grisly tales of
drinking and driving
By Lisa M. Young
I can now recall those high
school days during driver’s
education movies.
I would sit spellbound, yet
terrified by the lifeless, twisted
human forms lying in the midst of
mutilated, sometimes burning metal
pictured on the screen.
The automobile, the movie
producers seemed to cry out in
warning, is more than a mode of
transportation
it’s a potential
murder weapon when driven by an
abusive driver. The most blatant
abuser, they emphasized, is the
driver under the influence of
alcohol.
Yet, once I’d completed the
driver’s education course, passed
my behind-the-wheel test and experienced my new-found 16-year-old
independence, the horrible images
faded along with the warnings.
Carefree and unheeding, I
thought nothing of drinking and
driving home from a party. "No
problem," I confidently told myself.
I, too, became a potential
murderer.
Purely by chance, I was never
one of the drunk drivers on the road
in California who killed 1,394 people
last year and were involved in 50,207
accidents.
I can truthfully say now that I
will never join that group.
I .ast month, I attended an 8-hour
adult education driver improvement
course offered by the Municipal
Court instead of paying the fine for a
traffic ticket I’d received while
speeding.
A good deal of time was spent on
the implications of driving and
drinking and the old images that had
once slipped away were revived, the

memories became clear once again.
But, this time a person rather
than a movie depicted tragedy after
tragedy involving real people rather
than actors.
The officer speaking gave one
particularly emotional account of an
accident that occurred early in his
career as a San Jose Police Officer.
Lisa M. Young is a
Spartan Daily reporter

Arriving at the scene of a headon collision, the officer immediately
went over to the most obviously
demolished vehicle and noticed a
disgruntled drunk man in his 40s
steadily kicking the demolished
vehicle and grumbling about what
"they had done to his car."
The officer soon discovered that
"they" were a young couple whose
corpses now lay in the front seat, the
woman decapitated and the man
almost severed in half at the waist.
In the back was an empty baby’s
car seat, but he heard a strange
howling sound from inside.
While the officer desperately
searched for the baby and waited for
assistance, the intoxicated man he’d
noticed had stumbled over and
began tugging at the officer’s sleeve.
Still disturbed about his car and
oblivious to the fact that it was he, in
fact, who had crossed over into the
oncoming traffic on the expressway
and caused the accident, the drunk
continued pulling and tugging at the
officer.
Under extreme emotional strain
at the sight, and under pressure, the
officer realized if the baby was in the
car alive, time was of the utmost
importance.

He turned toward the man and
punched him in the jaw, knocking
him out.
He finally found the 6-month-old
baby trapped beneath the dashboard, but was unable to save her by
the time assistance came and she
was pried loose.
The drunk was sent to jail on a
manslaughter charge with a broken
jaw.
The officer went into the
hospital, suffering from a nervous
breakdown from the impact of the
experience and almost prepared to
give up his career as a police officer.
After a few months of therapy,
he returned to the police force to
face countless other similarly
senseless murders of innocent
people by drunks who neither care
about their own lives nor about
anyone else.
Ironically, six years later, he
met the same drunk again. This time
he’d killed two more people.
Sad, but true, those high school
driver’s education movies are closer
to reality than I ever imagined.
I doubt that I’ll ever forget the
hate, the utter loathing, I felt for the
drunk driver in the officer’s chilling
tale

informed him that they had seen
Brown smoking marijuana.
Evelle J. Younger, Brown’s
opponent, said in a recent campaign
speech that he believed that
legalization of marijuana in
California was inevitable and if a bill
was sent across his desk to legalize
it, as governor he would sign it.
It appears that marijuana
legaliwtion is still a hot issue and
every four years, at election time, it
surfaces to create more controversy.
Almost everyone I know either
smokes the stuff or condones its use
for those who want to.
Nearly every day, news of a
major pot bust is reported by the
media. The effort to control
marijuana traffic has become such a
joke, that Drug Enforcement
Agency officials admit there is little
they can do to stem the smuggling.
The time to legalize marijuana
is long overdue. Even the most
conservative politicians would have
to admit that the government has to
take a different approach to
marijuana.
It’s obvious the federal
government’s ineffective drug
control programs haven’t worked.
Even the spraying of dangerous
herbicides like paraquat haven’t
deterred its traffic and sales.
What if the federal government
legalized marijuana next week?
What would the results of such
legislation be? First of all the
government would stand to instantly
save millions of dollars, money that
is normally used to finance antismuggling operations and to enforce
archaic laws. Money, that is literally
wasted because of the failure of
these programs.
If the government regulated this
new industry they would have new
sources of revenue to help fill the
federal coffers. Like liquor,
marijuana could be sold with a tax
levied by the federal, state and local
governments to bring in needed tax
dollars.
Organized crime, which now
controls the majority of the
marijuana traffic coming into the
U.S., would be dealt a crippling
blow. Proper legislation could
curtail the need for smuggling
marijuana, leaving most of these

operators out of a job.
It is fairly well known that the
major tobacco companies, realizing
the enormous profits that will be
reaped, have already purchased
land in Mexico and the American
southwest in anticipation of the
coming legalization. They have also
registered trademarks like
Acapulco Gold and Panama Red for
their brand names. Their machinery
has been set up, all they await is
government legislation.
Marijuana users would benefit
by having their grass protected by
federal regulation. Purity would be
assured by the Food and Drug
Administration and the danger of
smoking a contaminated reefer
would become a thing of the past.
Prices for marijuana would
almost certainly decline, giving
users a needed break in costs. Price
for an ounce of marijuana can now

go as high as $150 for the most potent
varieties.
Any law legalizing marijuana
would almost certainly include
provisions allowing for home
cultivation of marijuana. A limit
could be set on the number of plants
grown, providing smokers with their
own source. This would alleviate the
need for commercial dealers and
best of all, the "home grown" pot
would be free to the grower.
Legalizing the sale and use of
marijuana would be the most logical
course the Federal and state
governments could take. I guess
that’s why politicians, many who
smoke themselves, haven’t taken
this course.
Since legalization makes sense,
it can’t be the right thing to do, in
their political reasoning.
( Want another toke, Jerry?).

Student complaint
reflects ’pettiness’
By Kevin Fagan
Each semester brings with it
various recurring student complaints that range from long
bookstore lines to parking problems.
Some are valid, some are not.
But of all these, there is one
complaint that ’takes the cake’ for
its pettiness, inanity and closedmindedness.
That’s the complaint about
people who pass out flyers in front of
the Student Union.
"Don’t bother me," most people
say to the dozens of eager paperpawners that pace the area between
Seventh and Ninth streets almost
every morning ( or if they don’t say
it, they think it).
Kevin Fagan is a
Spartan Daily editor

This kind of attitude is pointlessly regressive. But subliminary
to its mealy-mouthedness is a fault
that smacks of a more serious
nature.
One of the major complaints
about college students is that they
don’t know what’s going on in the
world around them. Another is that
they don’t care or become involved
past their classes and homes.
Few things symbolize or perpetuate these images better than an
attitude of scorn for those who pass
out flyers.
Undoubtedly hundreds of
students here would never know
Iran had a shah or even existed if
some Iranian activist hadn’t shoved
a flyer under their noses.
The same goes in the case of the
Gay Student Union and their activities, and most of the other
assorted organizations and causes
represented by S.U. flyer-carriers.
Granted, many of these

publications are sensational and in
all probability untrue to an extent.
But at least they get you thinking.
This leads to an awareness of
the problem, or organization, which
oftentimes turns out to be quite
valid and valuable.
For instance, the Revolutionary
Communist Youth Brigade may
seem like a loudmouthed handful of
unreasonable zealots, but the issues
they hawk about reflect genuine
areas of contention worth knowing
about. Whether you disagree with
the RCYB’s point of view about them
or not.
And just because you don’t pass
Iran on the way to the Safeway
market or know any gays doesn’t
mean they don’t exist. They do.
But it seems as though many
people would rather not
acknowledge that. This kind of attitude is generally labeled "not
seeing beyond the nose on your
face."
It could more accurately be
called isolation which leads to
mental stagnation.
Become involved. Or at least
feel involved. Those people who
hand you fliers spent time, energy
and money on producing and
distributing those pieces of paper.
They are trying to communicate
with you.
The least you can do is give
them the one second of your time it
takes to grab their flyer.
Even if you take one more
second to toss the thing in the trash,
at least you’ve acknowledged their
existence. There are people embodied in those flyers, and they
deserve your respect, if only for that
fact.
Who knows
you might learn
something.

letters
Rebellion in Iran
Editor:
Hardly a day has gone by in the
last month without seeing news
coverage of Iran. Nearly every city
in Iran has been rocked by protests
demanding the overthrow of the
shah.
Is this a religious war as the
news media has portrayed it, aimed
at retreating to the days when
women wore veils? Or is it the
Iranian people fighting to rid
themselves of the oppression of me
shah’s regime that is backed to the
hilt by the U.S.?
Iran is totaily dominated,
militarily and economically in the
interests of the U.S. The shah boasts
the largest armed forces in the
Middle East. A modern military
machine equipped with U.S.
weaponry and trained and commanded by the 30-40,000 U.S. "advisers" now in Iran (sound like
Vietnam?).
In recent months this army has
killed thousand’s of Iranians who
have risen up in rebellion aga ins’. the
shah. Martial law has been imposed
in 11 major cities, but the people
continue to organize and demonstrate against both their own
government and the U.S.
The rebellion has even reached
into the ranks of the army, with
soldiers refusing to run down
civilians and even turning their fire
on their commanders. All this
signals the inevitable doom of the
shah’s regime which coula have

never stood as long as it has without
the U.S.
So why is Iran so important to
the U.S.? U.S. corporations have
invested billions in Iran’s oil and
agriculture. To the people of Iran
these investments mean slavery to
foreign capital, to the U.S. imperialists super-profits.
Today Iran is in the midst of a
great upheaval as the people fight to
break the hold of the U.S. and its
puppet, the shah.
It is this struggle that the news
has ignored or tried to slander as
religious reaction. It is this struggle
that we should support against our
own rulers.
Sharon Yuki Pteitter
Ethnic Studies Junior
Revolutionary Communist
Youth Brigade

Sex not issue
Editor:
I am writing particularly in
response to LaRosa Carrington’s
letter of 18 September, and
generally in response to all the
fervor re: the Briggs Initiative...
The general thrust of the pro-Briggs
people seems to be a sort of
protection of children, but I believe
that an important issue is being
ignored.
As the parent of two boys, ages
10 years and 8 months, I do not want
sexuality -- heterosexual or
involved in their
homosexual
education.
I don’t care what a teacher does
with his/her "pinkies or biceps" in

or out of the classroom; what I do
care about is that they are able to
teach my children, ergo, sexuality
would not be an issue and since the
pro-Briggs people have so much
concern for my children, I would
appreciate their giving their attention to matters of quality
education
not the at-home
benavior of the teachers
this
smacks of voyeurism.
Dolores G. White
English Senior

Behind the back
Editor:
No one talks about the rights of
teachers. One need only glance into
the daily newspapers to see how the
rights of American teachers are
being butchered by every conceivable means available.
All teachers at some point must
cope with poor salaries, overcrowded classes, students who do
not want to learn or who do not care
to attend class, inadequate teaching
materials, physical violence,
sagging morale, sniping parents, a
tight job market and poor
management on the part of their
supervisors and school administrators.
Here in California
with Proposition 13 and the threat of
Proposition 6, it appears that the
voting public trul wants to lay
waste to public education.
Three weeks into the semester
and I have already overheard
various students, obviously bored or
disgusted out of their gourds, make
some nasty c-ack or furnish some

sarcastic grin about a certain
"turkey" teacher or that "dyke" in
room number double -x. The latter,
off-the-wall, remarks bears looking
into when one considers the Prop. 6
whammy coming our way in two
months.
Prop. 6 has an excellent chance
of passing because for every
educated person ( living, perhaps, in
San Francisco or I.os Angele3 I who
thinks the whole thing is too stupid
and not worth a thought, there are,
perhaps, two voters of average
means and average perception,.
living in the valleys, Bakersfield oi
Orange County who consider it their
duty, "Christian" or otherwise, to
vote for Prop. 6.
This entire issue cannot be
decided in terms of what is liberal
and what is conservative. I come
from a very conservative ItalianCatholic background and I will most
assuredly vote against this vague,
nasty measure known as Proi. . 6.
Being familiar with Senator
Brigg’s character (author of 6, I
would vote against six on that basis
alone, because it is nothing more
than someone’s personal dislikes
written up for popular consemus.
With Prop. 6, casual remarks
become grounds for paranoia nd
employment troubles.
Where this will all begin will be
decided in November. After
November, we might very will be
asking: Where does it all end?
Brian D. Sylvia
Nutt ition Junior
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If they are not
careful in the future,
SJSU
engineering
students may find
themselves on the
receiving end of a
malpractice
suit
prepared by attorneys
trained at a new
seminar developed by
their own Materials
Engineering Department.
Suits of this type
usually
involve
allegations that a
product has caused
injury through im-

proper
design,
production or maintenance. Charges
brought against Ford
Company
Motor
regarding the Pinto
automobile
is an
example.
The
one -day
seminar, "The Fundamentals of Material
Failures,"
was
developed for lawyers
dealing with product
liability cases by Dr.
K.S. Sree Harsha,
department chairman,
and Dr. Robert Anderson.
Both Harsha and
Anderson have, according to Harsha,
"frequently served as
consultants on cases of
materials failures."
The $100 seminar,
sponsored by the Office

of
Continuing
Education, will enable
the attorneys to "assess
the testimony of expert
witnesses with more
confidence," according
to Harsha.
The seminar was
originally scheduled for
Sept. 30, Harsha said,
but was cancelled for
that date and will be
rescheduled
for
sometime in October.
Topics will include:
types
of
failures;
suitability or unsuitability of different
materials to different
material
jobs;
processing techniques
forgings,
casting,
weldings, plating and
powder technology) and
the possibilities of
failure in each.

Latinos enter college
through new program
By Kim Gardner
Thirty students in San
Salvador, El Salvador, are
participating in a new
program that prepares
them to transfer to the
California State University
and Colleges system as
juniors.
This self-supporting
program allows SJSU
faculty members to teach
general education courses,
identical to those offered at
SJSU, to the San Salvador
students, according to Dr.
Francis Villemain, dean of
the SJSU School of
Education and project
director. Classes began
September 12.
The program’s purpose, Villemain said, is to
help the American School,
where these students are
taught, to become an accredited junior college.

American Schools are
English language schools
for students with native
languages other than
English. They are mostly
staffed with American-accredited teachers.
Dr. George Grant,
SJSU English professor, is
currently teaching at the
American School in San
Salvador.
SJSU faculty members, who are either
selected or volunteer, will
teach at the San Salvador
School for one semester
and use the same textbooks
used at SJSU. Their
salaries, equal to their
SJSU salaries, will be paid
out of the $2,250 yearly
tuition charged the San
Salvador students, according to Dr. Ralph Bohn,
dean
of
continuing
education at SJSU.

The
Continuing
Education
department
handles registration for the
San Salvador School, and
according
to
Bohn,
students there fill out the
same registration forms as
SJSU students.

Shop awaiting OK on move
By Lee Sherman
Earth Toys, the
campus ski and outdoor
equipment rental shop, is
awaiting approval from the
administration on a
proposed relocation to the
S. U. pinball machine area.
The Spartan Shops
board of governors voted 71 last spring in favor of
relinquishing the space
currently utilized by the
games area.
According to John
Cognetta, coordinator of
leisure services, the move
is necessary because of
lack of space in Earth Toyc
current location, on the
lower level of the Student
Union.
"We have four people
in an area the size of a
closet. We have no more
room for skiis, boots and
Cognetta
equipment,"
said.
Cognetta also believes
the present location doesn’t
provide the visibility they
need, something that would
be alleviated by the move.
Students have told Earth
Toys employees they
weren’t aware of the rental
shop until they stumbled

across it or were told about
the service.
Earth Toys rents skis,
boots, sleeping bags,
backpacks, tents and other
outdoor items to students
at minimum rental rates.
Earth Toys currently
has 55 pairs of skis
available for rental and
Cognetta said with additional purchases, they
will have at least 75 pairs
on hand for this ski season.
If Earth Toys receives
a go ahead from the administration to move, it
yin mean an increase of
more than 450 square feet.
They currently occupy
about 225 square feet of the
Student Union.
Cognetta feels the
increased space will allow
Earth Toys to add to its
present inventory.
"My goal is to have 200
pairs of skis within a five
year period," he commented.
During last ski season,
ski equipment was completely rented out most
weekends and on other
weekends the shop came
close to maximum rentals
of skis.

Cagnetta pointed out
that the majority of profits
are made during the winter
months, primarily through
ski equipment rentals.
These profits are used to
purchase new skis and
repair damaged equipment, he said.
Rental fees for a pair of
skis, boots and poles total
$8 for an entire weekend
and $3 per day during
weekdays. An additional
fee for insurance and
cleaning may also be
charged, depending on the
type of equipment.
Cognetta believes that
Earth Toys rental fees are
lower than most other
outdoor equipment rental

Plans for the San
Salvador program began
about three years ago when
school officials there
notified United States
education officials that
they were interested in
establishing this type of
program.
Several
American
colleges
submitted
curriculum, said Bohn, and
SJSU was finally selected
to develop the program
because it submitted a
"low bid" for program
costs.

At Eulipia they can
choose from an assortment
of crepes and desserts,
homemade soups, salads
and sandwiches. Wine,
beer and nine varieties of
espresso coffees are also
served.
"It’s a community
For the weeknight motrip," said Mello. "There’s vie-goer,
the Eulipia, right
no place in San Jose like it. nextdoor to the Camera
The emphasis is on music One theatre, is the ideal
and the artists know they’ll spot for discussing a movie
get heard if they come over a goblet of
cappuccino
here."
or for casual dining before
The cafe also serves as a movie.
a pleasant escape for a
Evening entertainment
lunchtime crowd from the is featured there Monday
fast food chains that through Saturday with
permeate the downtown cover charges that never
area of San Jose.
exceed $S.

comfortable restaurantclub combination in
downtown San Jose that
would be like something
one might find in Berkeley
or North Beach in San
Francisco.

Saturday. Sept. 30
8:00 p.m.
Morris Daile3. Auditorium
Tickets: $2.50 students. $3.50 general
Available at A.S. Business Office
San Jose State Student Union 077-27311
Master classes with Dance/LA also available
Ask about dance season tickets

Second class postage paid at San
Jose. California. Member of
k!aiifornia Newspaper Publishers Association and the Asso,sated Press. Published daily by
San Jose State University, doring the college year The opinions expressed in the paper are
nil necessimly those of the
Associated Students, the Cowerity Administration or the Department of JournalLsin and Advertising. Sulwrriptions acceptisl only on a remainder of
semester basis Full academic
sear, 99 Each semester, 14 50.
Dff-campu.s prier per copy, 10
cents Phone 277-3111 Advertising 277-3171 Pnnted by Suburban Newspaper Publication,

New M.A.
in biology

STOP HERE

Curriculum
The
Committee this week
approved a new addition to
graduate studies in
biology, a M.A. with a
special emphasis in
toxicology.
Dr. Ralph Ballard,
professor of biological
science, will serve as
coordinator of the new
program. Toxicology is the
study of poisonous substances on the environment
and man.

Dangling on the edge of the Devil’s eyelash
in this seemingly grotesque city, you may
find asylum in our intimate isles and piles of
books. Reference books, novel books,
picture books, mystery books, children’s
books, cook books, history books, instruction
books, books upon books to seduce your
attention and background music for your
other senses.

San Jose is not all bad

Recitle‘Books_tore
98 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
SAN JOSE CA. 286-6275
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He pointed out, though.
that the only way Earth
Toys can become self-sufficient is if they can acquire
the additional equipment,
which in turn is dependent
upon the relocation being
approved.

Dance/LA

Jazz sound highlighted

\
\

received a $10,000 subsidy
from A.S. Council. This
money covers employees’
salaries, 5.11. space rental.
insurance costs and other
operating expenses.
"We are subsidized to
the A.S. and, within a fivc
year period, that will end,
Cagnetta said. "After that,
I will have to derive all
profits from equipment
rental."

Associated Students of S.ISt
present

’Kick-back’ scene

By Lisa M. Young
Since its opening a
year and a half ago, the
Eulipia Crepe Cafe has
gained a reputation in the
Bay Area for featuring
regular showcase entertainment from jazz and
blues artists to folk singers.
Entertainment seekers
from all over the Bay Area
patronize the jazzy little
cafe, located at 374 So.
First St. It typically has a
full house on weekends.
In charge of booking
the entertainment, coowner Bob Mello said
although he once operated
on a strictly jam format, he
now books a more diverse
group of musicians.
"We now pick up on
people touring the Bay
Area that had no place to
go in San Jose before," he
said. "It’s been proven we
can handle it."
The October lineup
includes jazz musicians
Eddie Jefferson and Richie
Cole, Ray Brown, Pharoah
Sanders and bluesman
Mike Bloemfield.
Even though Mello
says the entertainment
format has expanded, disco
and rock and roll have not
been incluaed. Either type
of music would be glaringly
out of place in the midst ot
the low-key, mellow ambience that is Eulipia’s
trademark, according to
Mello.
Eulipia has no dance
floor and projects more of a
"kick-back" theme than
anything else, where
people can really get into
listening to the musician’s
work, he said.
Mello and two of his
lifelong buddies, Steve
Borkhagen and Ed
Rathman got together with
the intent of creating a

shops
"There is a ski shop
around here that rents Olin
Mark IV skis for $18, while
we rent them for only $9 for
a weekend," he noted.
Cognetta wanted to
emphasize that Earth Toys
has purchased new skis
over the summer and says
they bought top equipment.
Rossignol, Head and Olin
Mark IV skis were added to
existing stocks, prompting
Cognetta to declare, "Our
equipment isn’t shoddy."
Tyrolia bindings, "one
of the three top bindings in
the indus" have also been
purchased by Earth Toys
for this winter.
This year Earth Toys
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Lands national AP award

Manumaleuna’s A -A chances enhanced
By Chuck Hildebrand
Frank Manumaleuna’s
drive ti post-season All America football status
took a giant step forward
yesterday.
The 6-3, 245 -pound
’Mowin
Samoan" was
named the Associated
Press national Lineman of

the Week in a poll conducted by AP sportswriters
Ill New York for his record breaking performance in
the Spartans’ 22-7 loss to
’olorado Saturday.
It was a good day for
another Samoan, as
Washington State quarterback Jack Thompson, the

nominees were selected
from the various regions
throughout the country and
the final choices were
made by the New York
sportswriters.
Walker thinks Manuinaleuna’s selection, the
first in SJSU grid history,
will enhance his image

’Throwin’ Samoan," was
named AP Back of the
Week after throwing for
three touchdowns and
running for three more as
the Cougars trampled
Arizona State 51-26.
According to SJSU
Information
Sports
Director Jerry Walker,

There’s space
for you at

TRW!
We will be Interviewing on Campus October 16 for:

B.S. Mathematics
B.S. Engineering
B.S. Computer Science
B.S. Physics
Consider wisely your alternatives You’ve invested a
lot of time, money and effort to get where you are
today and the decision you are soon to make will be the
basis for your professional career

America teams selected,
incloding the Coaches,
Football Writers, Kodak,
AP and United Press International teams.
Manumaleuna, who
played at UCLA and
DeAnza College in
Cupertino before joining
No, jarigaisaromatia* the Spartans last year,
broke a school record with
27 tackles, 15’ unassisted,
against Colorado.
The old record was 26.
set by Dave Chaney in 1970
and tiea by Randy Gill last
year.
He has now racked up
56 tackles, 34 unassisted, in
the Spartans’ three games
and has made five quarterback sacks for 31 yards.
A promising National
Football League career
awaits the radio-TV major
after his graduation from
SJSU, according to Gil
Brandt of the Dallas
Cowboys.
Brandt calls Manumaleuna "among the best 20
athletes in America
eligible for the NFL draft
this year."
The AP award wasn’t
the only one given to
Manumaleuna this week.
Others included the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
Player of the Week, the
111
hv Christopher A gler statewide Miller Brewing
Frank Manumaleuna, shown here in action against Stanford, became
Company Player of the
the first SJSU gridder ever to win a N Associated Press national
Week, the NorCal Football
football award when he was named the SAP’s Lineman of the Week
Writers’ Defensive Player
yesterday.
of the Week.
nationally.
"It ( the award i will
help him in his All -America campaigni," Walker
declared. -Of course, we’ll
have to start winning some
games and he’ll have to
keep playing consistently

By Chuck Hildebrand
McGovern vs. Nixon.
Titanic vs. Iceberg. Bull
vs. Matador.
And tomorrow at 7
p.m. at Spartan Stadium,
the Santa Clara University
football team vs. SJSU.
That’s the way it looks
on paper, at least - but
Spartan coach Lynn Stiles

Consider carefully your career goals, then consider the
company that has space for you to grow and develop
your professional expertise TRW Defense and Space
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will have his choice of postseason all-star games,"
Walker continued, "and
he’s got to be at least
second or third team All America."
According to Walker,
there are a number of All -

Broncos could cause problem
for Spartan griddersStiles

At TRW we have one of the most advanced high
technology facilities in the world Our products, from
the smallest micro circuit to the largest satellite, are
designed by top notch teams of professionals with a
growing need for bright young people like you who can
contribute new ideas and concepts We are
diversified enough for you to build a sound career and
grow professionally as your responsibilities and
contributions increase

TRW

and steadily."
-Frank suffers from
an identity crisis from
playing at San Jose State,"
Walker added, "and this
award might help him
overcome that."
"He i Manumaleuna
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thinks the Broncos will put
up a struggle.
"We’re probably in the
same situation that
Colorado was last week
against us," Stiles said.
"Santa Clara is coming in
with everything to gain and
nothing to lose. They have
a lot of local players and
they’d like nothing better
than to beat us."
Stiles thinks Bronco
tight end Doug Cosbie, a
senior from St. Francis
High in Mountain View, is
"an outstanding player
who could play on just
about any team in the
nation."
He also praised Santa
Clara quarterback Mike
Heinrich, a freshman out of
Saratoga High, and Marc
Rebboah, a sophomore
from Bellarmine Prep.
Cosbie is tied for the
team lead in receptions
with 14 catches for 217
yards and a touchdown.
Wide receiver Ron
Cummings also has 14
receptions for 138 yards.
Heinrich has completed 36 of his 73 passes for
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SJSU OFFENSE
M Kirtrnan
8 Sims
P Angelidakis
G Martinez
,
S. Hart

POS,
SE LOB
LT DT

The Broncos will be
facing an SJSU team that
sustained several injuries
in last Saturday’s 22-7
setback at Colorado - most
of which were caused by
the artificial playing
surface in Boulder, according to Stiles.
Offensive tackle Ralf
Horn and defensive back
Dennis Wylie were the
most seriously hurt, both
sustaining ankle sprains
that makes their participation tomorrow night
questionable.
Ed
Quarterback
Luther suffered some
swelling in his left knee but
is expected to be at full
strength for the game.
Tickets for the game
are available in the
Athletic Ticket Office (MG
115i until 5 p.m. today. The
box office at Spartan
Stadium opens at 10 a.m.
tomorrow.
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State is by far the best
team we will play in 1978
and has not yet reached its
peak."

Grid starters

COPIES
31/2

.11,1 F. San Carl,’,

A FRANKLIN I. SCHAFFNER FILM

402 yards and two touchdowns. He has had four
aerials intercepted.
Rebboah has amassed
204 yards on 43 carries for a
4.7 average. Another
former Bellarmine star,
Mark DeBruin, has a 7.7
average per carry with 85
yards on 11 totes.
Other Broncos to watch
include senior center Jan
Leonard and senior
linebacker Mike Gonzales.
Gonzales has
accounted for 21 tackles and
eight assists and defensive
tackle Leif Williams has 19
unassisted and 10 assisted
stops.
After a season-opening
22-13 triumph over Humboldt State, the Broncos fell
to Fullerton State, 35-20,
and Hayward State, 23-14.
"We will have to improve greatly over our
showing in our first three
games to stay close to San
Jose," said Bronco head
coach Pat Malley, who has
been the grid mentor since
the school returned to
football in 1959. "San Jose
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1LSAT PRE-TESTN broadcast
Law School Admission Test
Saturday Sept .10. BC 117
5.5 &gout’s. 4-.1 Test
$5 lee /muted seating
turther thforrnsttort
11tte.107.1

San Jose State
Pre -Law Association

Tomorrow night’s
SJSU-Santa
Clara
University football game at
Spartan Stadium will be
broadcast live by KSJS-FM
100.7) starting at 6:40 p.m.
Kevin Desler, Lee Hammer, Mark Furrer and
Steve Maggi will be at the
microphone. The game will
also be aired by K XliX
115001.
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Spartan kickers slide by, defeat Stanford 3-1
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The Spartan soccer
team looked like the New
York Cosmos the first half
and then died in the second
half, but still managed to
beat the Stanford Cardinals, 3-1, at Stanford
yesterday.
John Bradley, Keith
Greene, Tom Ryan and the
rest of the Spartan squad
totally dominated the first
half, marking the Stanford
players stride for stride
and cashing in on golden
opportunities.
Joe Silveira, Easy
Perez and Steve Sampson
each scored and presented
the Spartans with a
comfortable 3-0 halftime
lead.
Silveira scored at 15:52
when he received a crosspass from Steve Swadley

and while sliding towards
somehow
goalie,
the
managed to pull off a shot
and put it into the net.
"I snuck up on the
defense and managed to
get clear when Swadley hit
me with a beautiful crosspass and I just put it in,"
Silveira said.
Easy Perez scored less
than two minutes later
when Tom Ryan kicked the
ball downfield to Perez,
who put a dazzling move on
the goaltender and scored
into an open net.
Perez is now only three
goals away from tying
Mani Hernandez’ school
mark of 68 career goals.
Steve Sampson closed
out the scoring for the
Spartans, when he took a
corner kick shot from
Denny Menendez and used

his 6’3" height advantage
to head the ball into the
goal.
Stanford came out the
second half, ready to play
some soccer, but fortunately for the Spartans, it
was too little, too late.
Stanford’s only goal
caine at the 66:16 mark
when Dan McNevin scored
on a rebound shot that took
an odd carom past Coffee.
"I think we were intimidated by San Jose the
first half," said Stanford
soccer coach, Nelson
Lodge. "They I SJSU
cashed in their breaks, we
couldn’t."
"They made a bigger
effort the second half,"
said SJSU soccer coach,
Julie Menendez, "but their
goal was not a well conceived one.

With a comrnnuding
lead at the half, we just
settled back a little bit and
Stanford always plays a
tough game at home."
Joe Silveira thought
the sun got to the Spartan
players in the second half,
claiming that it’s really
difficult to play soccer in
80-plus degree weather.
Halftime statistics also

SJSU (1-2) lost earlier
this season to Berkeley 194 , last season’s NCAA
champions, in a game that
didn’t count against their
record.
Later in the afternoon
the Spartans will face the
University of Pacific.
While the Bears were
the nation’s best last year,
Pepperdine finished fourth
in the nation. This year the
Waves boast a 9-2 record
which included winning the
consolation bracket at the
prestigious
UC-Irvine
tournament two weeks ago.
Prior to last night’s
game, SJSU coach Mike
anticipated
MacNaMa
having problems with
Terry
Pepperdinene’s
Shroeder, a hole foreward.
Sluoeder, a first team
All-America and a member
of the U.S. national team,
gave the Spartans all they
could handle as he consistently set up in front of
the goal and opened up the
Wave’s offense.
He scored five of
Pepperdine’s eight firsthalf goals.
A strange play occured
with 1:30 left in the second
qua rter.ollowing a Spartan
goal, Pepperdine had a
goal blocked by SJSU
goalie Dan Kline.
However, while Kline
was battling an opponent to
retrieve the block, he
fouled and was "kicked
out" for 30 seconds.
A Waves goal quickly
followed, but when Kline
returned to play action

from next to the net insterad of the corner of the
pool, he was whistled out
again. Spartans managed
the ensuing shut and trailed
at half 8-3.
about the game because
SJSU is rebuilding under a
new coach and we didn’t
know much about them,"
Rowland said.
"I wasn’t concerned
about a letdown before the
Tournament
Nor -Cal
tomorrow because this was
PCAA game will count for
seeding in the PCAA

playoffs at the end of the
season," Rowland said.
Only games against
PCAA foes count for those
playoffs, but if teams
should have identical team
records, then victories over
teams such as Berkeley
and Stanford will carry
some weight, according to
Rowland.
What happens after
SJSU’s two games today
will determines matchups
and locations for the
second day of the Nor-Cal
tournament.

FREE

KARATE
AND
SELF
DEFENSE INSTRUCTION Be
among the first to enroll in
Cuomo Nhu (hard soft) karate

announcements

classes Classes cost
Men.
women
and

THE

SJSU SIERRA CLUB has
people
in t
led
in
back
climbing,
hiking,
packing,

canoeing. ecology and more It’s
a hood place to find organized
tr .ph arid programs, and to meet
people who

Almaden

Room

in

Student Union. for September
Sonic win be program meetings

automotive

and other informal business and
trip planning "There’s a one
word

rhyme,

and

it’s

formation call AS. office or 371

Gay

Student

Union

Sunroof. New Paint. Rebuilt. top
end, photos, exc cued Moulder.

Cocktail waitresses and Doormen
Frida
and Saturday nightS
Apply in oerson between? and 6

Bascom
95128

San

Jose,

or

Ca

14151 451

9/15

off campus.

BALLET,

New

Eufrazia

Fall

Session

School

at

yOu
like to get published? Phi Alpha
Theta and History Associates

at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenient foryou
on campus, your home Or rtly
office. Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL. MOST STAR,
153 3177 or 4463449

in the
study
room located next door to the
office
on
the
first
floor
of
History

Band. You DO NOT have to but a
ticket to win a trip to Hawaii!

"A stunning success...
often very funny ... a
compassionate portrait
..." Charles Champlin,
L.A. Times

Tickets are FREE band ticket at
the Alumni House at 210 East

or

at

all

SEMESTER RIGHT! 76
MGB, OD. AM/FM, 17.403 mi,
excellent. $4450 firm. Call Ron

statics

(CE 991

hrs/wk 0213.00/wk
217 6789 after 6pm

3

hrs/wk.

Please

pref
Base Pay
OYmnastics
53.00/hr, 4 10 lirs/wk. Contact
West
Valley
Bruce
Irvine,
Gymnastics

School,

9119

Dell

Ave. P.O Box 31, Campbell, CA
95008 3768691

monthly. Call Dr. Jim Harper,
Co op Education Program at

or

Joan

17071

538 0925,

Santa

’67 VW good mechanical cond. AM
FM radio. Body and interior are
funky . 0350 Call eves. 2949640
For Sale. Peavey 400 P.A System.
Complete Excellent Condition.

RESERVE FRIDAY OCT. 6 Have
fun! Make money! Part time or

England

No
experience
time.
necessary. We will train selling.
(Yes, you cari!) An outstanding
development in detergents. wide

Positions available

Life,

looking for

year

for

people

round

extra

income Work on the average 01
15 to 20 hrs per week Al! you

of

need is a good knowledge o
simple math and available to
EARLY
MOB
either
work
RINGS and WEEKENDS, OR
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in arid apply Mon Mei, Fri
8.30 am to S pm We train YOU.
Washington inveniory Service

YOUTH SQUARE DANCING Join
the fun, come
No previous
dancing necessary. Open house
Nov 6, 13, 20, Juan Cabrillo

exclusive new concept, Call Jim
’Crawford. Chem 1965 996-7169
or

Premier

Chemical

Corp.

(415)832 6567 for appt

aye ,

1398 Walsh
141 2563

Santa Clara

Graduate with Child to
share 2 bath house with same
Pets OK. No drugs 225 3950 eve.

Female

ROOM AND BOARD. 1 blik, from
campus. 155 So 11th St, Great

San
Tomas Exp.
2550
Cabrillo Ave. Santa Clara. info
241 4164
Club

at

Football

our

Send resume and avail hours to
PO Box 6162 San Jose 95150

tailgate party before the
game. Meet us at the North end
of the Stadium Stop by the Ski

help

Female

for

pleasant

handicapped lady Mrs flexible
Alcoa Sather 749 7575

Game

our

Nutrition minded person needed at
Sun and Soil Natural Food Store
and Restaurant to work foal
service apprOx 75 hrs/wk Ask

CV, table to buy season tickets
an.I get a map to our party

TV.

&hen, mad serv . piano, game
parking. $32 per week
share. 545 50/wk single 202 So
11th St 2937374
room.

BAND
Thanks

T’CKET
for your

Have Fun/Make money! Part tree
No experie He
or full time
We will train tor
necessary

again we goofed. Please return

selling (yes YOU can) an o.it
in
development
standing

all unsold band tickets to the
Alumni House at 210 East San

Theatre of Illusion

teachers

CASSETTE

CARTER 263 4525

per

and
Accurate.
Reasonable too Try ’TIP in West
Please call Patty at

TYPING Fast,
San Jose

Begin

984 1642

n ing

and
Advanced
levels
avo.lable. Call DONNICE at 297

Personal

0986

You

Consultant

Image

receive a 7 hour consultation
and portfolio detailing a per
HAIR
REMOVED
UNWANTED
PERMANENTLY
Renee
Towers State
Licensed.

color
aria, ’Si,.
I your
dynamite colors. about 70 colors
per person. out of a sel of 500

sonel

Registered Electrol0Clist 12 Yrs
experience.
Complimentary

fabric

and

metal

suggestions

make up colors, personal style
description, how to vsc your
colors. now to loOk at the latest
fashions and tell what sort of
thing is your, and what is, au

consultation
Located off S
Bascom on Stokes By MDT 295
5911

!!FLIP III! October 9111 Bar b que
Pits 10:30 1230

Questions .400 your C01045 and
for
answered
Dress
Style
Success Method also discussed
for men and women $40 corn

lam seeking a woman to become my
companion i am hadicaPPed an

Mete

Call

Carol

at

7412501

c 30 8 OOPM most 0 veninos

have a minor voice impediment
Call Brian at 298 7308
Ride from Oakridge to SJSU for
working
employee
Bullock’s

services

evenings Beg. Or t 1st. Call 265
1359 Ask tor Laura
RHO

THETA

TAU

Welt ome back to SJSU and the best
buys and biggest selection ins!,,

SPARTANS

WHERE ARE YOU?

electronic,
consumer
AUDIO ENTERPRISES has
Your campus representative fo
and

To

Advertising

the

Staff

Congratulations
on
the
Nrbobggs paper! Keep it up!
Your devoted managers

787 brands of stereo compacts.
components, pro war

audio

mark,
Wide
home
An ex
industrial
elusive new concept utilitie , no
6
776 6436
drugs Call alter
detergents

and

OR to the Marching

!VandOffice. Music Building Rm
64142

watches

JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals. fireplace.

SAN

I am a single father with a young
son In exchange for free room
and board. I would like someone
to do light housekeeping ind
cooking Call 926 2362 after 6

Into
M t

One Mile from SJSU room in nice 4
14
bath. 2
bedroom house
story, fenced yard. shag carpet,
:130 Plus
utilities No pets, nu slackers
Call Ted at 286 3371
kitchen

Good Luck

this Sat.! Love Sand S

RATES--

Roommate wanted to share house in
Non smoker
Gun
Willow
5100’ my and WOO iris 267 1400
Female SJSU stud wants Ur; own
bath kit env o- board Sep
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5I35 150 ma Straight. older Fiv

the r
DG750
payee by Audio
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What famous person was born on
Sept 79, "Al, J W ". HAPPY
BIRTHDAY! Lone. Jeff. Russ,
Harry Ann, Coyle, Al. Kan.,

privilege,.

mu,

For
all

III

Nal; arno hi SOO deck 500 Pioneer
01 1011
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< art 5510(
SA P00011 amp tor,
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The wildest
Highest Fidelity at the loweSI
pro, AUDIO ENTERPRISES

’!FLIP IT!! October 9th 10 30 17 30
Pits!!
FREE..
Bar bqoe
Pancake eating and decorating

Judi.
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low, 5.

Sat night!!

Elaine,

f

0

ye parts and labor wrnly
tape
re
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systi
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tree Set UP anci
adv. 5 el al me consisfentio

VANGUARD OF SC Even though
you’re on the other side of the
hill Vetere all right Good lurk

team

Ins

sealed

PLUS
warranty.
detector av(Nonoe

The SJSU Marching Band has a new
show! Come watch us at the
Homecoming Game Sat night

DEAR

cesor

lam

VCRs videoganms. ralrulaiors
All ilems in factor.,

Hillary. You are the best part of any
day i love you! ’57’ M G

HIVE RSARY

SELLERS:
help In our test to make the
SJSU Marching Band march

Carlos St

experienced

the football

tor Ronal 2070007

2nd and Santa Clara Streets
San Jose
Phone 99S-SSOO

small

COICY

OPTICAL SALES F. T or P/T avail

Everyone is welcome to attend

ATTENTION

in

classes
Clear.
instruction
from

food, quiet study hrs. S130/mo.
Call 297 9473 any tune

School, corner of Cabuillo Ave
and

MIDNIGHT

.

organized

market, industrial and home. An

housing

COUNT
FOR
CASH.
Be
in
Inventory
has.
Taker
We
several permanent part time

cOurSe! EEOC. M/F.

Ski
Join
the
Homecoming

.

aUtOsouno.

A world of fun. knowledge. and twO
UnIfs! Join your world by joining
Model
United
Nations
the
Today at 2 Pm Duncan Hall 416

Professional Pharmacists

.

AND

TRANSCRIPTION SI page any
up All work accurate and proof
read IBM Soler tric II KITTY

ASTROLOGY CLASSES, Learn to
and
interpret
calculate

full

$600. Call Jeff at 3365050

Kevin Sullivan.
277 3370, or
Marketing Director at (408) 246

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR

TYPING

START

help wanted

D2apilyniElaorngA. Mvaaitiasb. iSelse5a0tsTil

FLUTE and recorder lessons Mimi,
by 5.156 music Master’s ran
dictate Gtoup SIC rno Private

Homecoming

your
own
work...Set
hours. Salaried while learning
business techniques. Earnings
from’ sales average 0400 5500

John

Call

570 no Call 797 594A

call

for
GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR
classes
Lop teaching
Seq.
cop
teaching
children requ

Part-time

New

REWARD

personals

Fantasy

activities, on September 30

1991.

759 5696

horoscopes

521.00.,wk. Student to assist in
problem solving of physics 51 4

163 one, rni
Roar knobby 5700 Call 345 4219
Ask for Dana,

San Carlos: the Marching Band
Office. Music Building Room
M162

of

Rosa

zest to help the SJSU Marching

photography.
Paulson at 7P 7937

Student to assist in problem solving

.
.
_
1978 YAMAHA DT 175

Wilt tell you how at the first
meeting of the fall semester.
Seppt. 27 at 3(00 Pm
History studentfaculty

ding

REWARD

792 7839

If you are not already with State
Farm, call for an appointment

near

would

call

- DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance needs
AUTO, HOME,F1RE, HEALTH.

HISTORY
How

John are or pressions 01 lou,
soft, elegant, and understood no
everyone For the finest 5Liai

It has a lot of sen
tonental value If found pplease

Faire:
Interested? Call Diana eves. at

’70 Toyota, a spd.. radio. Mr.. tires
good, clean. 4 dr. Good commute
car S850/offer 298 1047.

Ave S.J. 241 1300.

STUDENTS:

WEDDING
LOOKING
fur
a
PHOTOGRAPHER? linaoes no

bidgs around 10 0010 If 00 am
It has a rose bud design with 3

Wanted. Student Art Vendors Iona
Mini

’

stereo

I lost an engagement ring Mon 9/25,
btwn the Music and Engin

sone li zed

campus. Beg., Int., Adv. Come
see our new studio. 1461 Park

ATTENTION

3100 Or return to the

Calculus book on the 2nd
floor of the library on 9,71 Call
Kevin, 277 8368

354 0150

for sale

Ballet

of

classes,

Collegeage

To Uri, in R ichi.e.S6. and even Mr
kept
Baba hoo You’ve really
me hopping this week OF

specials.

and top. AO R and B with, Teresa

LOU"

FOUND

San Jose Comic Page, PO Box
8211. SJ, 95155

Female lead singer Seeks working
band to blow some funky jazz

everything

for

Spartan Pub

would
like
to
be
large
humor, Persons
capable of
achieving this should contactthe

298 0625

just corning out or new to the

Aud at 7:30pm.

thanks

5 stones, w/lueSaPhoes in a lacy
gold
setting
about
size
REWARD 1550. Call Ida Smith

Sales Manager for small
Bay Area humor maeatine that

DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I.D. CARD If we don’t have it,

particularly

Herisies".

person having neither to M
nor measure words

thoughts

752

lost a dinner ring near the ED
building about 9/11 It is oblong.

WANTED

STUDENT

useful to the gay person who is

Daily

at

Lee

Linda
I

Sunny’s Dcco, 721 Willow, S J

we’ll help you get it!!! Be on our
private mailing list for monthly

each other, and reinvent social
is

Ave.
298 6624

SPECIAL

designed to let gay re0Ple meet
and learn about themselves,
GSU

Dave

diamonds
ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS 46150

Union. GSU provides a blend of
social and educational activities
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c 01 sale
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SENO CHECK, MONEY OR DE R
OR CASH TO:

tweak a Classtl:serum

[Salley Aullinitium

en

ia

!hi

you

Iore vet

Ross Fr iondship is nu incvprossihk
Comfort of feeling safe with 6

2813

meets

every Thurs. 30 50 People attend
any given meeting which are
usually held In Me Student

Discussion. 9/28 Potluck dinner

MODERNE DRUG CO.

REWARD

i

lunor ulai 5
lanansn’s

STOLEN Aqua HONDA 750. 9 7610.
57 pm. on San Fernando or Oth

Rm 102.12450 ?Mike
SJSU

The SPARTAN BRASS goofed in our

OPEN UNTIL

experience required Call 287
1749 for appt
New Nor irons
Nursing Resources, 2775 Park
Ave. Santa Clara

extra income For an interview,
call Dave at 277 8295 btwn II and

’70 Cyclone GT Hi Po 429 4 sp 411
pOSi, wags. craine, *fly, Holley,
Mallory, Hurst, Sun Hooker,

dal.

Morris

at -1:00, 2:45, 4:30, 6:45, {0116

"I understand that
around 11 of the Earth
quake players are in tht
San Jose ai ea now, so we
are looking for a good
contest
Sunday.’
Menendez said.

; rano piaci 5

12am M.W F

Dudley Moorhead Hall.

Intramural
leagues
’equal’

Hours/GoOd
Pay
Aides/Ord 54 50/hr.
LVN’s
55.62/hr
RN’s 58/hr
Some

living..." Try some with us!

SpeakerS against Prop. 6 9/21
Costanoan Room 9prn Political

Iti /oJci

at,

2:30p.m.

eves.
Flexible

called

STUDENT
DENTAL
PLAN
ENROLL
ROW!!
For
in

"Ultimate

girl
friends
.PG
..........=,.____

Joy..

exhibition game at Spartan
Stadium this Sunday at

lost and found

Students. earn Mille you learn Part
time contact
work
Affords

with speakers or whole shows.

Who cares?

-90y paueq
giutio 31.10A tnaN aq’t Jo Lua.LRIB ‘0E6I 01 ’2
sodx3leanuow ‘saa8all aaats g
ssol Ninu1o3awoq LIZ e cl8r5 a A a2 agPed attl JO
Altsianiun Jaai se ‘JanantoH :satue2 Ruttuoaautoq
in riam auop a/Jet’ surpeds ato ’TL61 aatqs *1
isJainsuy

before playing the San
Earthquakes
in

Expy/HillSdale
Area
own
trans Ref Req. Call 265 1851

call Stacey. 279 9417 rrn 13 Leave
your number if not in

the

stay apart. Be all you can be
attend!! 9/14 Costanoan Rm
9pm Discussion
on
group

Today’s Questions:
1. Since 1971, SJSU has lost only one
homecoming game. Name the team and the year.
2. Earlier this season, Pete Rose collected his
3,000th hit. What pitcher surrendered that hit?
3. Who was the last National League player to
hit .400 in a season?

team will take a breathe

After a mad scramble,
the rebound came back to a
Cardinal player who took a
shot, but missed it and the
Spartan defense then
cleared the ball out of
danger.
Nelson Lodge congratulated Menendez after the
game and said. "Look out
Julie, we’re going to get ya
next year."
The Spartan soccer

Stall Member needs Childcare P. T
Almaden
0200/rho
days.

Ave. starting Ocf3 Just show up
ready to work out For details

like the outdoors

Meetings are Tuesdays at, 30in
the

nothing

iuniors
welcome Toes and Thurs 5 00
6 30 Fair Community Center
excerciSe roan 1702 McLaughlin

area. You are not alone so don’t

QpruneyRro
.., ... ...., ...

Intramural
flag
football and six -aside
volleyball has gotten underway with what intramural director Steve
Meyer terms, "the most
equal leagues we’ve had
for awhile."
Although the football
leagues started Monday,
there are still openings for
individuals in the TuesdayThursday leagues.
players
Interested
should get in touch with
Meyer- at the Leisure
Services Office, located
next to the Spartan Pub.
There are 28 football
teams divided into five
leagues. Nine of the teams
play in the Friday InterFraternity Council league
while the -others play
Monday and Wednesday or
Tuesday and Thursday.
Four fraternities play in
two leagues and three
women’s teams make up a
league that plays Monday
and Wednesday.
Post season playoffs
will consist of the four
division winners and four
teams with the next best
records. The IFC league
will hold separate playoffs.
The women’s league will
not hold a playoff.

thusiasm, checking and
stamina clearly gave them
the edge in the second half.
Spartan goalkeeper,
Paul Coffee, once again
was a standout coming up
with some super saves to
prevent the Spartans from

losing their lead.
Stanford, after sconng
their first goal, continued
to supply the pressure and
just missed a second goal.
With sharp, crisp
passing, the Cardinals setup a shot on goal when
Coffee was taken out of the
play. Stanford missed the
sure goal when the ball hit
the crossbar and caromed
back out.

classifieds

Sparta water poloists
dunked by Pepperdine
After dropping a league
contest 18-7 to Pepperdine
University at West valley
College, the SJSU water
polo team will face UCBerkeley today at Stanford
to open the two-day NorCal Tournament.

proved that the Spartans
dominated the first half.
The Spartans ouLshot the
Cardinals 15-5.
But Stanford’s en-

Help Wanted

Services

Lost and Jotted
Personals

travel
Stereo
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South Pole mountain named after SJSU dean
sub-zero weather.
"The psychologist was
permitted only if he served
as cook," Weihaupt
remembered with a smile.
The group wasn’t too
pleased with their meals,
but they did do well in the
testing, he
late 1950s in the frozen psychological
recalled.
South Pole wilderness to
Some time after the
explore unchartered areas
four-month expedition,
of that continent.
Weihaupt learned the
"Roughly 80 percent of
National Science Founthe area we covered was
dation had rewarded his
previously unexplored,"
naming a glacial
"We work by
said.
Weihaupt
after him.
wanted to get in there and peak
The 9,000-foot mounsee what the area wcs
tain lies in the United
like."
at the South
Weihaupt and his nine States range
companions in the ex- Pole part of the area
expedition studied variations Weihaupt’s group
in the earth’s gravity and plored.
In the years after the
magnetic field, observed
expedition,
the area for evidence of Antarctic
meteors and collected data Weihaupt has pursued
in
research,
careers
on glacial formations.
and
adA psychologist ac- teaching
companied the group to see ministration.
He served as chairman
how well the men would
fare under the hardships of of the department of
physical and biological
sciences at the U.S. Armed
Forces
Institute
in
Madison, Wisconsin. While
there, he also directed
college and university
programs for servicemen.
recently,
Most
Weihaupt served as
assistant dean of the
Alliance graduate school at Purdue
Chicane
resource day, 1 p.m. University in Indiana.
Saturday, S.U. Council
Chamber.

Graduate studies dean
former Antarctic explorer
By Anne Houghteling
The new dean of SJSU
graduate studies and
research belongs to an
exclusive group.
Not many people can
boast of having a mountain
!lamed after them.
But Mt. Weihaupt in
the Antarctic testifies to
John Weihaupt’s years of
field work and scholarship
in the areas of geography
and climatology.
Weihaupt, 48. comes to
SJSU this fall, taking over
as dean of graduate studies
and research, replacing
Katharine Butler, now at
Syracuse University.
new
SJSU’s
As
itraduate dean. Weihaupt

looks to post -graduate
work as providing "not
only the opportunity for
students to work with
distinguished scholars but
also a way to provide
stimulus for the scholars."
"I thought San Jose
State would offer the kind
of environment where I
might be able to make a
contribution," Weihaupt
said.
His work as geologist
has taken him all over the
world, from the United
States to the South Pole.
The Antartic Research
Program, run by the
National Science Foundation, had Weihaupt
making three tours in the

In 1973, while in this
position Weihaupt earned
his Ph.D. in geomorphology.
"1 wanted to get into a
more
conventional
university set-up,"
Weihaupt said.
In developing new
graduate programs here,
Weihaupt will examine the
"criterion of need," he
emphasized.
"Students’ needs and
potential needs, I think
those are the primary
he
-onsiderations,"
said."It doesn’t matter
what the need is as long as
it’s valid."
New SJSU graduate
studies in gerontology (the
study of aging) and
tosicology (the study of
poisonous substances) are
examples of new needs
being met, Weihaupt said.

by Jud, A RodrIguez

John Weihaupt, as a result of his geological work in the Antarctic, has had a
mountain named after him. He is the nurrent dean of graduate studies.
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The Speech-Communications Department invites student input in
promotion deliberations.
A list of candidates
will be available Monday
in the department office
SD 1081.
Philosophy professor
Ved P. Sharma will read
"Wittgenstein on Understanding Music." 3 p.m.
today, Home Economics
lounge.

Building, room 231.
Chi
Pi
Sigma
presents Toga Party, at 8
p.m. tomorrow, 567 S. 8th
St.
Language
German
Club meeting at noon
today. 360 S. 11th St.
SJSU Folkdance Club
teaching 7:30 p.m., open to
the public 9 p.m. every
Friday night, Women’s
Gym 101,

All
student
organizations, turn in office cards and nondiscrimination forms
today, Student Programs
Office.

MECHA meeting and
barbecue. 4 p.m. Monday,
S.U. Pacheco room.
Career Planning
Class,2 p.m. Monday,
Building Q.
SJSU Karate Club
meeting, 1:30 p.m. today,
Men’s P.E.

TIME UNISEX
CHRONOGRAPH

SJSU Aikido club
meeting, at 2 p.m. Monday,
Men’s Gym 207.

$39.95

Beading Lab, free one
hour mini -course. Monday,
10:30 a.m. Education

Oops-we goofed

Completely
adjustable
wristband

"NO MATTER WHAT
WHAT’S-HIS-NAME SAYS,
I’M THE PRETTIEST AND
LITE’S THE GREATEST."
Joe Frazier
Former Heavyweight
Champ

Artists
"Faculty
Recital Series" are Feld at
3:30 p.m. each Sunday in
the Concert Hall, not at 11
a.m. as reported in the
Daily yesterday. Times
will not vary, as stated.
The Daily regrets the
error.
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Designed in featherweight black
plastic for the male or female
athlete. Shows time, date and day
in black liquid crystal digits.
Complete stopwatch to 1/100
second with splits, lap time, time
out, automatic startover after
60 minutes.

THE SONG
REMAINS
THE SAME

WE’RE
lOPS.

Quartz movement is accurate to
180 seconds a year. Shock and
water resistant. Not recommended
for swimming.

(71 *

The Casio F-100 is the perfect
second watch, or a great gift.
Comes with long life battery,
instructions, one year factory warranty, and return privilege. Mail
it back for full refund if not absolutely delighted.
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Credit card users may call the
number below. Or send check for
$39.95 (add 2.40 tax in CA). But
order now for prompt shipment.
No charge for delivery on this
watch.
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(415) 969-6600
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